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With the risks that aging poses to health, elderly individuals often find themselves with a 
difficult choice to make: stay home or admit into a nursing home. With limited at-home 
resources available in today’s healthcare, several choose to move to long-term care homes 
to avoid risk of at-home dangers such as injuries and falls. Unfortunately, this transition 
often proves to be mentally challenging for many retired individuals. Between social 
disonnection, loss of familiar environments and memories, progression of disease/injury, 
and altering of financial autonomy, it is reasonable that elderly individuals often feel out of 
control of not only their health, but also their happiness when moving out of their homes.1

Progression of aging differs greatly between indviduals – there is no way of predicting 
how one person may develop with age in comparison to another – thus, elderly couples 
often face risk of separation due to differences in care needs. Along with moving 
between a familiar home to an unfamiliar care home environment, symptoms such 
as confusion and anxiety can be aggravated with separation from loved ones, making 
already-isolating cognitive disorders such as dementia even more challenging to manage. 

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, feeling out of place was particuarily easier 
for those making the transition from personal homes to nursing homes.2 With the 
isolation that quarantine demanded of communities, it was even more common 
for elderly individuals to be placed in vulnerable and confusing situations.2

Managing the phenomenon of aging is by no means an easy feat – when caring for an 
aging loved one, it’s hard to know what is the “right” decision when it comes to care homes 
and separation. Likewise, it’s difficult for elderly individuals to know when it is the right
time to seek extra care outside of home. As such, the message of this piece is not 
one to bespeak a right and wrong answer, but rather highlight the importance of 
us to consider the needs of the people at the centre of the wake: our parents, our 
grandparents, relatives, siblings, friends, for it those people where home truly is. 
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